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UNIT 3

UNIT 3 - MOVIES

1. Would you like to come to the cinema 
with me?

2. That sounds great!

3. Are you in the mood for a movie tonight?

4. I’d love to, but I have other plans.

5. How about coming to the game with me?

6. I’d love to do that.

7. I’m afraid I can’t.

8. Watching movies is not very me.

9. Sorry, but I have to do my homework.

10. I think that’s not a good idea.

11. Why don’t we go hiking together?

12.	 Let’s	watch	a	science	fiction	movie.
13. I’m sorry, I can’t because I have to clean 

my house.

14. Do you fancy joining me to go to the mall?

15. Absolutely. I’m crazy about action movies.

……	A	comedy?	I	prefer	to	watch	a	science	fiction	
film	or	a	musical.

…… My Travel Buddy. It’s a very funny movie.

…… OK. How about seeing it later?

…… I’d love to watch that one with you. When is 
it on?

…… I’m sorry, I can’t, Nina because I have to do a 
project with my friends then.

…… Musicals are not very me. Why don’t we watch 
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker  then?

…… It is shown tomorrow evening at six o’clock.

……	Hello,	Cindy!	There’s	a	good	film	at	Movie	
King. Why don’t we watch it together?

…… It is OK. We can wait. See you, Nina.

…… See you.

……	Well,	why	not?	What	is	the	name	of	the	film?

1

1. collecting a. photos
2. taking b. chess
3. playing c. movies
4. writing d. hiking
5. doing e. origami
6. watching f. things
7. going g. poems

A Match the movie types with the posters. C Write I for inviting, A for accepting and R for 
refusing.

B Match the two halves of the phrases.

D Order the sentences to make a meaningful 
dialogue.

a. animation  b. love story  c. historical 
d. musical  e. horror  f. comedy 
g. war  h. western  i.	science	fiction
j. action/adventure  
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1. A : Let’s go and see a movie together! 
B : I would love to, but - - - -.

 A) I can’t B) I’m sorry
  C) I don’t

2. A : - - - - play chess on Sunday? 
B : That sounds great!

 A) Do you fancy B) How about
  C) Why don’t we

3. A :	 -	-	-	-	does	your	maths	test	finish? 
B : - - - - twelve o’clock.

 A) When / At B) What time / At
  C) What time / On

4. 
 My friend Adam - - - - 

snowboarding. He thinks it is 
thrilling.

 A) can’t stand B) doesn’t mind
  C) is crazy about

5. I enjoy watching - - - - movies. This type of 
movies is full of dangerous situations like 
explosions and fights. 

 A) action B) comedy
  C) historical

6. 
play

chess
the guitar
- - - -

 A) hiking B) golf
  C) origami

7. I like - - - -. I have stamps from all the 
countries around the world.

 A) knitting B) fencing
  C) collecting things

8. Meredith doesn’t enjoy - - - -. She thinks 
they are unpleasant and scary.

 A) horror movies B) animations
  C) romantic comedies

E Match the headings with the information 
below.

F Look at Sally’s to-do list and answer the 
questions.

G Circle the correct option.

1. Movie Title ……

2. Movie Type ……

3. Cast  ……

4. Setting ……

5. Plot  ……

6. Director ……

7. Opinion ……

a. Drama
b.	 This	film	tells	us	the	extraordinary	life	of	Benjamin	

Button, a man who was aging backwards. 
Benjamin	Button	was	born	with	different	aging	
diseases, but he survives and gets younger as he 
ages. He then meets Daisy and falls in love with 
her,	but	their	unusual	situation	makes	it	difficult	for	
them because Daisy gets older and Benjamin gets 
younger as years pass.

c. Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett, Tilda Swinton
d. by David Fincher
e. The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
f. New Orleans, the USA
g. I believe it is a fantastic movie. It has great acting.  

I give it two thumbs up. 

Monday
English test  
(11:30)

Thursday
Watch an 
animation 
(16:15)

Tuesday
Read books!  
(18:00)

Friday
Go hiking 
(15:30)

Wednesday
Chess class! 
(17:45)

Weekend
Meet cousins 
at grandma’s

1. When is Sally’s English test?
 ………………………………………………………………………
2. What time does Sally’s chess class start?
 ………………………………………………………………………
3. What does Sally do at the weekend?
 ………………………………………………………………………
4. When does Sally go hiking?
 ………………………………………………………………………
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A
1. a 2. i 3. f 4. j 5. b 6. e 7. c 8. g 9. d 10. h

B
1. f  2. a 3. b 4. g 5. e 6. c 7. d

 
C
  1. I   2. A   3. I   4. R   5. I
  6. A   7. R   8. R   9. R 10. R
11. I 12. I 13. R 14. I 15. A

D
4 – 3 – 9 – 6 – 8 – 5 – 7 – 1 – 10 – 11 – 2

E
1. e 2. a 3. c 4. f 5. b 6. d 7. g

F
1. On Monday.
2. At a quarter to six.
3. She meets her cousins at her grandma’s (house).
4. On Friday.

G
1. A 2. C 3. B 4. C 5. A 6. B 7. C 8. A


